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Abstract 

 

This event-related potential (ERP) study examined the impact of phonological 

variation resulting from a vowel merger on phoneme perception. The perception of the /e/-/ε/ 

contrast which does not exist in Southern French-speaking regions, and which is in the 

process of merging in Northern French-speaking regions, was compared to the /ø/-/y/ contrast, 

which is stable in all French-speaking regions. French-speaking participants from Switzerland 

for whom the /e/-/ε/ contrast is preserved, but who are exposed to different regional variants, 

had to perform a same-different task. They first heard four phonemically identical but 

acoustically different syllables (e.g., /be/-/be/-/be/-/be/), and then heard the test syllable which 

was either phonemically identical to (/be/) or phonemically different from (/bε/) the preceding 

context stimuli. The results showed that the unstable /e/-/ε/ contrast only induced a mismatch 

negativity (MMN), whereas the /ø/-/y/ contrast elicited both a MMN and electrophysiological 

differences on the P200. These findings were in line with the behavioral results in which 

responses were slower and more error-prone in the /e/-/ε/ deviant condition than in the /ø/-/y/ 

deviant condition. Together these findings suggest that the regional variability in the speech 

input to which listeners are exposed affects the perception of speech sounds in their own 

accent.   

 

 

 

Keywords: Speech perception, Phonological variation, Event-related Potentials, Mismatch 

Negativity  
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Introduction 

 

The phonology of every language shows substantial variation both across space 

(between different regional accents), and across time (between different generations of 

speakers). Nonetheless, listeners appear to adapt rather well to various accents as has been 

shown, for example, in a vowel categorisation task in which listeners adjust their responses to 

the speaker's accent in carrier phrases (Evans and Iverson, 2004). This remarkable capacity to 

accommodate a wide range of accents likely results from a dynamic adjustment of the 

listener’s phonological representations (e.g. McQueen, Norris & Cutler, 2006). Here, we ask 

whether these adjustments to other accents influence the perception of speech sounds in the 

listener's own accent. We focus on accent-related variation associated with vowel mergers, 

which refer to cases in which two vowels are not or no longer distinguished in pronunciation 

in one regional accent but remain contrastive in another accent of the same language. Our 

goal is to determine whether exposure to a merged variety can affect the listener’s vowel 

perception in their unmerged native variety. 

 

 One useful way of studying vowel discrimination is by measuring the Mismatch 

Negativity (MMN) component observed in Event-Related Potentials (ERPs). MMN is a 

frontocentral negative component, usually peaking at 100-250 ms from the deviation in the 

stimuli, which is elicited when a novel stimulus interrupts the repeated presentation of the 

same stimulus. This component is sensitive to changes not only in the acoustic characteristics 

of auditory stimuli (Näätänen, Simpson & Loveless, 1982), but also to their phonological 

properties (for a review, Pulvermüller & Shtyrov, 2006). For example, Näätänen and 

collaborators (Näätänen, Lehtokoski, Lennes, Cheour, Huotilainen, Iivonen, Vainio, Alhu, 

Ilmoniemi, Luuk, Allik, Sinkkonen & Alho, 1997) demonstrated MMN responses to phoneme 
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changes when Finnish listeners heard the Finnish vowel /ö/ or the unknown Estonian vowel 

/õ/ in a list composed predominantly of Finnish vowel /e/. A larger MMN amplitude was 

found when the Finnish vowel /ö/ served as the deviant stimulus than when the unknown 

Estonian vowel /õ/ was presented as the deviant stimulus despite the fact that the acoustic 

distance of the unknown Estonian vowel /õ/ from /e/ was larger than that for the deviant 

Finnish vowel /ö/. Dehaene-Lambertz (1997) showed that an earlier ERP component, the 

P200, also reflects phonological processes. She reported significant P200 differences for 

acoustic tokens that were associated with different phonemic categories in the native 

language, but not for equidistant acoustic tokens that did not cross a native phonemic 

boundary. Collectively, these results suggest that both P200 and MMN reflect processes that 

involve phonemic representations, and that responses earlier than the MMN can be generated 

by a phonemic change.   

  

  In the only electrophysiological study on vowel mergers known to us, Conrey, Potts 

and Niedzielski (2005) compared the perception of minimal pairs of words with an /I/-/ε/ 

vowel contrast (e.g. pin/pen). Although these authors failed to observe differences in MMN 

response between merged and unmerged speakers, they did obtain differences in a Late 

Positivity Component (LPC) which they attributed to conscious phonological decision 

processes. Interestingly, the unmerged speakers were able to discriminate less well between 

word pairs contrasting in merging vowels than between control pairs of words like pain/pin. 

Conrey et al. (2005) put forward two alternative explanations for these findings. According to 

the first, exposure to vowel mergers occurring in other regional accents leads to poorer 

discrimination of merging vowels by unmerged speakers. The second referred to the 

potentially greater acoustic similarity between the merging vowels than between the control 

vowels. In our study, we have attempted to disentangle these two potential explanations by 
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examining the performance of unmerged speakers in discriminating two contrasts that are 

equally similar acoustically, one involving merging vowels and the other involving vowels 

unaffected by a merger.  

 

An example of a vowel merger in French is provided by the /e/-/ε/ contrast. Whereas 

Standard French is traditionally said to establish a contrastive distinction between /e/ and /ε/ 

in word-final open syllables (e.g., épée “sword” /epe/ vs. épais “thick” /epε/), this distinction 

does not exist in Southern French, which only has close-mid /e/ in that position (Fagyal, 

Kibbee & Jenkins, 2006). Thus, both épée and épais are pronounced /epe/ in this regional 

variety. Furthermore, Fagyal, Hassa & Fallou (2002) provided evidence suggesting that the /e/ 

and /ε/ vowels are undergoing a merger process in some young speakers of Parisian French 

who only produce the close-mid variant /e/ in word-final open syllables.  

 

In this ERP experiment, we compared the neural responses to the perception of the /e/-

/ε/ contrast which is subject to regional variations in French-speaking regions with that of the 

/ø/-/y/ contrast, a stable phonemic contrast in French. The /ø/-/y/ contrast was chosen as a 

basis of comparison because as for the /e/-/ε/ contrast, the critical vowels differ by only one 

phonetic feature (i.e. vowel height). Swiss French participants from Geneva for whom the /e/-

/ε/ opposition is preserved (Dufour, Nguyen & Frauenfelder, 2007; Schouwey, 2008), but 

who are often exposed to variable pronunciations of words containing /e/ and /ε/ via the media 

or their interactions with speakers from other French-speaking regions, had to perform a same 

- different task. They first heard four phonemically identical but acoustically different 

syllables (e.g., /be/-/be/-/be/-/be/), which were produced by four different female speakers, 

and then heard the test syllable which was produced by a male speaker and which was either 

phonemically identical (Control Condition, /be/) or phonemically different (Deviant 
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Condition, /bε/) from the preceding context stimuli (see also for a similar procedure, 

Dehaene-Lambertz, Dupoux & Gout, 2000). As suggested in the literature (Dehaene-

Lambertz et al., 2000; Phillips, 2001; Eulitz & Lahiri, 2004) the variability introduced by 

mixing speakers forces the participant to rely on more abstract representations and therefore 

allows us to examine phonological processing.  

 

Materials and methods 

 

Participants: Fourteen right-handed French-speaking students from the University of 

Geneva (handedness assessed using the Edinburgh Inventory) participated in the experiment 

for course credits after having given written informed consent. All participants reported 

having no neurological or hearing impairment. Their error rate in the same-different task was 

under 20 %.  

 

Materials: Five French speakers (four female, one male) produced four syllables (/be/, 

/bε/, /bø/, /by/) several times. The best tokens for each speaker were selected as experimental 

stimuli. By means of visual and auditory inspection using a speech signal editor, we selected 

the test syllables (/be/, /bε/, /bø/, /by/) produced by the male speaker that were best matched in 

fundamental frequency and amplitude envelope. All syllables were adjusted to have the same 

total duration of 170 ms (50 ms of prevoicing and 120 ms of plosion and vowel).  

 

We measured the average euclidean distance in the F1-F2 plane between the four 

context syllables and the test syllable at the acoustic mid-point of the vowel: for /be/-/bε/: 

2.09 Barks; for /bε/-/be/: 1.77 Barks; for /bø/-/by/: 1.51 Barks; for /by/-/bø/: 2.75 Barks. 

These acoustic measures showed that overall the average distance between the context and 
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test vowels was not greater for /ø/-/y/ than /e/-/ε/. Further analyses were conducted using the 

computational Auditory Image model of peripheral auditory processing (Patterson, Allerhand, 

& Giguère, 1995) which simulates the activity that complex sounds elicit in the auditory 

pathways. An auditory spectral profile was computed in the vicinity of the vowel's acoustic 

mid-point for each syllable as produced by each speaker. The average euclidean distance 

(calculated across the 200-2500 Hz frequency range) between the auditory spectral profiles 

associated with the context vowel, on the one hand, and the test vowel on the other hand, 

revealed that /ø/-/y/ did not differ from each other to a greater extent than /e/-/ε/ (see Fig.1). 

 

<Insert Fig. 1 about here> 

 

Procedure: Stimuli were presented binaurally via headphones in an acoustically 

shielded chamber. Trials consisted of five syllables, each separated from the following one by 

600 ms of silence. On any given trial, the first four context stimuli were all phonemically 

identical (e.g., all /be/s), but spoken by four different female speakers. The order of the female 

voices was counterbalanced across the trials. The fifth and final stimulus, the test syllable, 

always produced by the male speaker, was either the same as (Control Condition), or different 

from (Deviant Condition) the first four context syllables. The experimental conditions are 

illustrated in Table 1. Eighty trials were presented per experimental condition, producing 320 

trials which were presented randomly. Participants were instructed to indicate as quickly and 

accurately as possible whether the test syllable was the same syllable as or a different syllable 

from the preceding context by making a bimanual response. The response buttons were 

counterbalanced across participants. Reaction times (RTs) were measured from the onset of 

the test syllable. An inter-trial interval of 3000 ms elapsed between the end of one trial and 
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the beginning of the next. Participants first received 16 practice trials and then two blocks of 

160 experimental trials separated by a short break.  

 

<Insert Table 1 about here> 

 

Recording system: The electroencephalogram (sample rate 1024 Hz) was recorded 

from the scalp with a 64-channel BioSemi ActiveTwo AD-box. Individual electrodes were 

adjusted to a stable offset of < 20 mV. The EEG epochs, starting at 100 ms before test 

syllables and ending 500 ms after these syllables, were averaged for each experimental 

condition and for each participant. The EEG data were filtered offline by a bandpass (0.7-20 

Hz) and corrected by a baseline1 of 100 ms before the test syllable onset. Epochs were 

accepted under an artefact rejection criterion of 70 µV. All participants in this study had a 

number of accepted trials superior to 50 for each experimental condition. The epochs made 

for each experimental condition and for each participant were calculated independently of 

whether the behavioral responses were correct or incorrect. Data from bad channels for each 

participant were interpolated (Perrin, Pernier, Bertrand, Giard & Echallier, 1987) and the EEG 

signal was transformed using the average reference.  

 

Data analysis: Analyses of variance (ANOVA) were conducted on the error rates and 

on the RTs with Phonemic Contrast (/e/-/ε/ vs. /ø/-/y/) and Condition (Control vs. Deviant) as 

variables. To assess the timing of differential ERP responses between the two phonemic 

contrasts across the conditions, an ANOVA was also computed around each ERP component, 

with the following factors: Phonemic Contrast (/e/-/ε/ vs. /ø/-/y/), Condition (Deviant vs. 

Control) and Sites (Frontocentral, Centroparietal, Left Temporal, Right Temporal, Left 

Posterior and Right Posterior). Three time windows were selected around the peak amplitude 
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of the three components identified: 73-113 ms (N100), 190-230 ms (P200), 270-310 ms 

(MMN). A late time window between 372 and 486 ms after the onset of test syllable was also 

used to analyze later effects. The scalp surface was divided into six groups of 6 electrodes 

each: Frontocentral (F1, Fz, F2, FC1, FCz and FC2), Centroparietal (CP1, CPz ,CP2, P1, Pz 

and P2), Left Temporal (AF7, F7, F5, FT7, T7 and AF3), Right Temporal (AF8, F6, F8, FT8, 

T8 and AF4), Left Posterior (TP7, CP5, CP3, P7, P5 and P3) and Right Posterior (TP8, CP6, 

CP4, P8, P6 and P4). The Greenhouse-Geisser correction was applied (Greenhouse and 

Geisser, 1959) and the corrected p values are reported below. 

 

Results  

 

Behavioral results 

 

 The analysis of error rates showed a significant Phonemic Contrast × Condition 

interaction (F(1,13)=23.44, p<0.001). For each condition, planned comparisons on the error 

rates between each phonemic contrast were made. In the control condition, performance was 

identical for the /e/-/ε/ and /ø/-/y/ contrasts (3 % errors for each contrast, F(1,13)=0.1, p>0.2). 

Unlike the control condition, there were more errors for the /e/-/ε/ contrast (8 %) than for the 

/ø/-/y/ contrast (1 %) in the deviant condition (F(1,13)=36.49, p<0.001). 

 

 As for the errors, a Phonemic Contrast × Condition interaction (F(1,13)=23.35, 

p<0.001) was also observed on RTs. Whereas no difference on RTs was found in the control 

condition between the /e/-/ε/ contrast (730 ms) and the /ø/-/y/ contrast (708 ms) 

(F(1,13)=2.35, p=0.15), participants were much slower for the /e/-/ε/ contrast (837 ms) than 
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for the /ø/-/y/ contrast (702 ms) in the deviant condition (F(1,13)=28.06, p<0.001), again 

suggesting that the /e/-/ε/ contrast is more difficult to discriminate than the /ø/-/y/ contrast. 

 

EEG results 

 

Grand-average waveforms of each phonemic contrast in the two conditions are 

displayed in Fig. 2. In all conditions, a negative wave, the N100, classically associated with 

acoustical processing, appears with a maximum amplitude peak around 93 ms. The N100 was 

followed by a P200 with maximum amplitude located at centroparietal recording sites and a 

second negative wave which had maximum amplitude at frontocentral recording sites similar 

to the topography of MMN component (see Fig. 3).  

 

<Insert Fig. 2 and 3 about here> 

 

On the N100 time window, differences on Sites (F(5,65)=16.5, p<0.001) only were 

observed. Centroparietal and frontocentral recording sites had more negative values than the 

other four recording sites (p<0.01), and frontocentral recording sites appeared to be more 

negative than centroparietal sites (p<0.05), corresponding to the classic topography of N100.  

 

On the P200 time window, a trend effect of Condition (F(1,13)=4.06, p=0.06) was 

observed with more negative values in the control than in the deviant condition. As electrodes 

placed around at Cz are usually used for studying the P200 (e.g. Breznitz, 2007) centroparietal 

recording sites were analysed for this time window. Interestingly, a significant  Phonemic 

Contrast × Condition interaction (F(1,13)=4.59, p=0.05) was found. For the /ø/-/y/ contrast, 
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more positive values were observed in the control than in the deviant condition (F(1,13)=10.2, 

p<0.01). In contrast, no effect of Condition was observed for the /e/-/ε/ contrast. 

 

 On the MMN time window, a significant Condition × Sites interaction (F(5,65)=3.23, 

p=0.05) was found. More negative values for the deviant than for the control condition at 

frontocentral recording sites (F(1,13)=5.24, p<0.05) were found along with more negative 

values for the control condition at left temporal recordings sites (F(1,13)=8.98, p<0.05). 

Moreover, centroparietal recording sites tend to show more positive values for the control 

than for the deviant condition (F(1,13)=4.33, p=0.06). No interaction between phonemic 

contrast and  condition on any site was found.   

 

As we used the same design as Dehaene-Lambertz et al. (2000) and that the authors 

reported a late effect of conscious detection on temporal and centroparietal sites, we analysed 

these particular regions in a late time window. A significant Phonemic Contrast × Condition 

interaction although limited to left temporal sites was found (F(1,13)=6.31, p<0.05). The /ø/-

/y/ contrast elicited more negative values for the control condition (F(1,13)=7.1, p<0.05) 

whereas no effect of condition was observed for the /e/-/ε/ contrast.  
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Discussion 

 

Our study compared behavioral and electrophysiological measures for the processing 

of a vowel contrast, /e/-/ε/, which does not exist in Southern French and which is disappearing 

in young speakers of Northern French, with the /ø/-/y/ contrast, which is stable in French. 

Results showed clear processing differences between the two contrasts. In particular, the /e/-

/ε/ contrast induced only an MMN, while the /ø/-/y/ contrast elicited not only an MMN but 

also significant electrophysiological differences between control and deviant conditions on 

the P200. Note that an additional analysis including the components (MMN vs. P200) as 

factor showed a significant Phonemic Contrast × Component interaction (F(1,14)=8.22, 

p<0.05), which reinforces the claim that the two contrasts lead to differential processing, 

particularly on the P200 time-window. The observed differences on the P200 suggest that the 

/ø/-/y/ contrast is discriminated earlier and so more easily than the /e/-/ε/ contrast, an 

observation also reflected by the lack of late differences, generally attributed to conscious 

level, for the /e/-/ε/ contrast2. Collectively, these ERP findings are in line with the behavioral 

data showing that responses were slower and more error-prone in the /e/-/ε/ deviant condition 

than in the /ø/-/y/ deviant condition.  

 

On the basis of our acoustic analyses of the stimuli and the specific experimental 

design used, we can conclude that the observed effects are phonemic and not acoustic in 

nature. Our analyses clearly suggest that the acoustic distance between the non-merging 

vowels /ø/ and /y/ in an acoustic-auditory space was not greater than between the merging 

contrast. Moreover, our use of different speakers in the context and the change in the sex of 

the speakers between the context and the test syllable encouraged participants to rely upon an 
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abstract representation to make their decision (see also Dehaene-Lambertz et al., 2000; 

Phillips, 2001; Eulitz & Lahiri, 2004).  

 

How might we account for our participants’ greater difficulty in discriminating 

between vowels which are in the process of merging? There is some evidence (Shestakova, 

Brattico, Soloviev, Klucharev & Huotilainen, 2004) which suggests the existence of a 

phonemotopic map in the Perisylvian regions which selectively responds to each vowel 

occurring in a particular language. For example, Obleser and collaborators (Obleser, Elbert, 

Lahiri, & Eulitz, 2003) recorded the magnetic responses to the /a/, /e/ and /i/ German vowels 

and found more widely separated source locations for the most dissimilar vowels /a/ and /i/. 

Hence, one possible way to account for our results is to postulate that, due to the greater 

variability of the /e/-/ε/ contrast across regions and speakers in French, the /e/ and /ε/ vowels 

have memory traces that are close together in the phonemotopic map, thus making their 

discrimination more difficult.  

 

To sum up, our results point to poorer phonemic discrimination for vowels which are 

in the process of merging in French and this even for listeners who preserve this vowel 

contrast (Dufour et al., 2007). The regional variability in the speech input to which listeners 

are exposed thus influences the perception of vowels in their own regional accent. Hence it 

appears that the listeners’ remarkable capacity to accommodate a wide range of accents as 

demonstrated in recent studies (e.g. Kraljic, Brennan & Samuel, 2008) does not come without 

a cost in processing vowels in their own accent. 
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Footnotes 
 
 
 
 
1 An additional statistical analysis was computed on the time window of the baseline 

correction. It revealed no significant effects for any of the factors. 

 

2 The absence of a comparable late effect of condition for the /e/-/ε/ contrast could be due to 

our choice of time windows for the ERP analysis. Effects may arise for this contrast after the 

end of our time window. However, we chose to limit this time window so as to avoid 

introducing motor preparation and response execution effects into our results. 
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Captions 

 

Table 1. Stimuli used in four within-participant experimental conditions. 

 

Fig.1. Auditory spectral profiles associated with the context (grey lines) and test (dark line) 

syllables, as computed in the vicinity of the vowel nucleus' acoustic midpoint using Patterson 

et al.' s (1995) computational Auditory Image model. a) /be/ (context) - /bε/ (test); b) /bε/ 

(context) - /be/ (test); c) /bø/ (context) - /by/ (test); d) /by/ (context) - /bø/ (test). 

 

 

Fig. 2. Grand-average waveforms at various recordings sites obtained for the /ø/-/y/ (in black) 

and /e/-/ε/ (in grey) contrasts. ERPs to the control condition are in dashed line and those to 

deviant condition in dotted line.  

 

 

Fig. 3. Topography of the grand-average of ERPs to test syllables in each condition for each 

phonemic contrast at the maximum peak of each component and at the late time window.  

*p≤0.05 for the main effect of Condition on any recording sites. 

 

 


